Full steam ahead against germs in bus and train

Blue Evolution also removes deep-seated dirt, germs and bacteria

Blue Evolution thoroughly cleans floor grooves as well

Bus companies and rail operators now have good reason to smile: with the innovative steam vacuum system of the Blue Evolution series, beam GmbH from Altenstadt has developed the perfect solution for the efficient cleaning of commercial vehicles. Thanks to the powerful cleaning equipment, users benefit from significant time and cost savings while passengers are delighted about the natural freshness and top hygiene.

The Blue Evolution equipment steams and vacuums in one working operation, does not need any cleaning agents, and saves 60 per cent of the time that was previously required for cleaning. As the seating dries off immediately, long downtime periods are a thing of the past. And because the innovative steam vacuum systems are only filled with clear water, no aggressive cleaning agents remain in the upholstery. The multifunctional devices also meet the strict HACCP standard and are thus suitable for use in onboard galley kitchens as well.
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Subject to further change